APPRECIATION BONUS
In appreciation for your support of the PAY IT FORWARD policy in the TEXAS HOLDINGS, INC 2016
BUSINESS MODEL from when the MODEL was first published until the close of business on December 31
of 2018, U. S. PROFESIONALES DE EL SALVADOR, S.A. DE C.V. (“USPES”) offers a bonus as described herein.
As a result of business made possible by your support, USPES has accrued a significant UNITED STATES
DOLLARS deposit with FT ASSET MANAGEMENT in Sweden.
If you have or if you open an account with FT ASSET MANAGEMENT, as a bonus for your support USPES
will transfer to your account value in UNITED STATES DOLLARS equal to ten times the amounts that, within
the period as indicated above, you paid for UNIFORM ADVERTISING WEEK SERVICES (“UAWS”) and/or for
SUPER UAWS to PAY IT FORWARD and provide advertising for other parties as selected by USPES.
FT ASSET MANAGEMENT offers transfers to other banking coordinates through KEY TESTED TELEX or
through MANUAL DRAW DOWN SWIFT.
Costs associated with FT ASSET MANAGEMENT transfers may be covered by referring others that choose
to help FEED THE WORLD by participating in a JV to acquire and operate a 21ST CENTURY FOOD
PRODUCTION UNIT.
If your bank will not accept transfers as offered by FT ASSET MANAGEMENT, you may exchange UNITED
STATES DOLLARS deposited for UNITED STATES DOLLARS deposited into other banking coordinates by
using the protocol WAKING UP found in PRESENTATIONS BLOCK 2 in PRESENTATIONS in
www.change2100.com/THIBMART/
A major USA bank just announced that SWIFT is obsolete and broken and they are replacing it with
exchanges with their new CRYPTO CURRENCY, which is a “virtual” commodity that may be bought and
sold.
WAKING UP similarly offers exchanges using buying and selling of a “real world” commodity with a very
ancient history; that is, coffee!
Thank you for your support!
More information may be obtained through an INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR.
To be assigned a CONTRACTOR contact a TEXAS HOLDINGS, INC BUSINESS MART CALL CENTER.
To be assigned a CENTER send an email to centerasign@change2100.com

